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1. Abstract

We propose a new approach to gene x gene interaction analysis in genome-wide association study for case/control

designs. It offers an exhaustive search for all 2-way interactions that is computationally feasible at the genome-wide

level and that has excellent statistical power under most genetic models. We show that the presence of a gene x gene

interaction implies genetic differences of 3 types: at the 2 genetic loci, the minor allele frequencies and the amounts

of Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium vary between cases and control, and, between the 2 genetic loci, the degrees of

linkage disequilibrium differs between cases and control[Won and Elston (2008); Won et al (2009)]. These different

sources of information about the presence of a gene x gene interaction can be combined with the Fisherïs method to an

overall test for gene x gene interaction. The overall test statistic is statistically efficient and its simplicity enables the

application to the genome-wide association studies. The proposed approach is applied to a GWAS on Schizophrenia

in which it detects several, potential gene x gene interactions. Our application illustrates the practical advantage of

the proposed method.

2. Introduction

In genetic association analysis for main effects, there are three statistically independent quantities that contain infor-

mation about the genetic association at unlinked loci[Won and Elston (2008); Won et al (2009)]. First, the allele

frequencies differs between cases and controls [Sasieni (1997)]. Second, the amount of Hardy Weinberg disequili-

brum (HWD) at a single or at multiple loci differs among cases and controls[Nielsen et al (1998)]. Third, the amount

of marker linkage disequilibrium (LD) varies between cases and controls[Nielsen et al (2004)], where composite LD

can be used if there is phase uncertainty[Wang et al (2007); Zaykin (2004); Zaykin et al (2006)]. In the proposed

manuscript, the information about the presence of a gene x gene interaction that is contained in these three different

quantities is utilized to maximize the statistical power of the analysis, while, at the same time, the numerical com-

plexity is minimized. Thereby, the proposed approach is enabled to detect gene x gene interaction in a genome-wide

scale, by exhaustively searching through all possible 2-way interactions. Our results confirmed that the proposed

method is a computationally fast and statistically efficient. We apply our method to a GWAS on Schizophrenia(SCZ).

SCZ is a common psychiatric disorder that results from genetic, environmental factors and their interactions. Recent

GWAS identified genetic risk variants for SCZ, but the findings explain only a small fraction of the estimated heri-

tability which is around 80 %. One hypothesis is that the gene x gene interaction may be the cause of the ðmissing

heritabilityñ. We applied the proposed method to a GWAS on SCZ, and we discovered some potential gene x gene

interactions. Our analysis for the SCZ illustrates the substantial advantages of our approach in terms of both the

computational intensity and statistical power, i.e. handling of the multiple testing problem.
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3. Method

An association between a genetic locus and the probandsï affection status is detected by testing for homogeneity of

genotype frequencies in cases and controls. Typically, the homogeneity of genotype frequencies in cases and controls

is assessed by comparing genotype frequencies, but the association signal can also be expressed under a parameteri-

zation that depends on three different components[Won and Elston (2008)]; the allele frequency, the amount of HWD

and the degree of LD. For example, if there are two markers, and their two alleles are A/a, and B/b respectively, three

haplotype frequencies and six parameters for the level of haplotype HWD are required to express the nine parameters

for the ordered genotype frequencies. Furthermore, the haplotype frequencies can be re-parameterized by the two

minor allele frequencies for both markers and a single parameter that accounts for the amount of LD between the two

markers. The homogeneity of ordered genotype frequencies between cases and controls in the standard statistical

model for gene x gene interaction can then be assessed by the difference of one or more of the introduced parameters.

However, some of the nine parameters for the ordered genotype frequencies contain little information about the

gene x gene interaction. The difference of the haplotype-level HWD can be uninformative, compared to the single-

locus-level HWD, because the amount of the single-locus level HWD is equal to the summation of the amount of

the haplotype-level HWD[Won and Elston (2008)]. Consequently, if we consider the amount of HWD at each locus

instead of haplotype-level HWD, only two parameters are required to account for HWD instead of six parameters.

Also, since HWE at each marker and LE between two markers are preserved in a population, HWE and LE tests

which are computed in cases are often more efficient than testing for differences of HWE and LD between cases and

controls. The following testing strategy therefore seems to be justified. If the tests for HWE and LE in controls are

not significant, we propose to test HWE and LE in cases. Otherwise the differences of HWD and LD in cases and

controls have to be compared.

For cases, if c and u indicate cases and controls respectively, denote the alleles at both loci by A/a and B/b, and let

pAA|c, pA|c and pAB|c be the genoetype frequencies, the minor allele frequencies and the haplotype frequencies in cases

repectively. Then our three statistics under HWE are

T a
1
=

( �pA|c − �pA|u)
2

var( �pA|c − �pA|u)

T hwd
1

=
( �pAA|c − �p2

A|c)
2

var( �pAA|c − �p2
A|c)

T ld
1
=

( �pAB|c − �pA|c �pB|c)
2

var( �pAB|c − �pA|c �pB|c)2
,

and these are combined into the overall statistic with Fisher’s method.

4. Results

In this paper, we proposed the new statistical method to detect gene x gene interaction based on the three parameters.

For the testing of the gene x gene interactions, there is no uniformly most powerful method, but our results show

that the proposed method performs better than the logistic regression when the gene x gene interaction model is

randomly selected. The proposed method may be the efficient choice for gene x gene interaction when there is no

prior knowledge about the interaction model. In addition, we assumed no haplotype effects in our simulations. If the

haplotype effects are assumed, the performance of the proposed method may be better because our LD test focuses on

the co-occurance of two alleles in the same haplotype. The proposed method is computationally fast. For instance,

our analysis of the SCZ study ran for one week on a cluster with 6 nodes, examining all pairwise interactions at a
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genome-wide level. This illustrates that our approaches do not require any screening step for gene x gene interaction.

So far, many methods for detection of interactions have been investigated at a genome-wide scale. However, most of

them are limited by their computational burden, which forces their analysis to be restricted for the ðselected SNPsñ.

Even though the impact of screening step for gene x gene interaction has not been carefully investigated, it will

be substantial in some interaction model. We expect that two-stage analysis approaches, for instance, for multiple

dimension reduction can lead to substantial drops in efficiency. The computational simplicity of our approach is a

key advantage in the GWAS context.
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